SHOW CANDIDATES WILL GIVE SKITS BEFORE MASQUE

Everybody Invited to Attend Presentation Tonight In North Hall

WILL CHOOSE BEST SKITS
Each Will Select Cast, Chorus, And Ballet At Second Assembly Saturday

ALUMNI SECRETARY TO ADDRESS CLUBS

Dedication To Visit and Speak At Five Technology Meetings

ADVISORY COUNCIL PASSES NEW RULE FOR COMPETITION

Conditions At Institute Do Not Warrant A Teams At Present Time

President Stratton Still at Washington

No plans for the return of Presid-
ent Stratton as of this date. The Dean of the College said that he
would, upon return from Washington, give an
account of the trip to the faculty. The Dean
is expected to return from Washington on
Jan 13th. Once the plan of action is
known, a statement will be made to the
faculty.

MUSICIANS BUSY WITH MANY PLANS FOR SECOND TERM

President To Decide the Lucky Gusto at Annual Winter Concert and Dance

WILL BROADCAST SOON

To make up for the lack of the Christ-
mas concert, the Cranford Municipal Clubs are planning to have the next two weeks. The last
three years were difficult for the Cranford Municipal Clubs, but they are determined to continue. The
institute has been working hard to improve the quality of life for the students.

ALL AVAILABLE ROOMS ARE LISTED BY T.C.A.

Everybody Invited to Attend

This movie is

SPECIAL INTEREST

The January issue of the Technology Review will feature a special interest section that will appeal to the
interests of the students. This section will include articles on the history of the technology department,
the future of technology, and the impact of technology on society. The section will be

TECHNOLOGY REVIEW IS OF SPECIAL INTEREST

special interest to students who are interested in learning about the history of technology, the impact of technology on society,
and the future of technology.
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